
We the undersigned, retired Ambassadors and senior Foreign Ministry officials who have
proudly dedicated their lives representing Israel abroad in the service of Israel, its democracy
and its values, express our profound concern at the serious damage to Israel's foreign
relations, its international standing and its core interests abroad emanating from what will
apparently be the policy of the incoming Government. This concern is compounded by public
statements made by potential senior office-holders in the Government and the Knesset, by
reports of expected changes in Israeli policy in Judea-Samaria/the West Bank, by some
possible extreme and discriminatory laws which are oppressive to minorities and by the
potential damage to free speech and democratic values in Israel.

Over the years we have been entrusted with the pursuit, consolidation, strengthening and
advancement of Israel's strategic, political, security and economic interests around the world.
You are undoubtedly acutely aware of the crucial importance of these global relationships for
Israel's resilience, of the significance of the many crises we managed and overcame, and of
the achievements we accomplished in the name of successive Israeli Governments, as
dedicated and experienced public servants.

As former senior diplomats with unparalleled knowledge of the international community,
international organizations, World Jewry and media and public opinion the world over, we are
particularly concerned that the recent developments will likely bring about a strongly negative
international reaction, serious harm to Israel's strategic relations first and foremost with the
United States of America, possible damage to the Abraham Accords, anti-Israel measures
including sanctions by key international actors including courts and tribunals,and measures
against Israel, its Government, its soldiers and its citizens. Serious damage will also be
inflicted on the intricate web of relations between Israel and Jewish communities throughout
the world and on Israel's international image with the corresponding wide-ranging political and
economic ramifications.

We are in no doubt that the UN resolution demanding an advisory opinion on Israel's activity
in the territories will be heavily influenced by the recent and upcoming changes and
developments. This will also have wide-ranging repercussions on foreign investment and
commercial activity in Israel, and will strengthen the attempts to undermine Israel's legitimacy.
Moreover, we are deeply concerned by the substantial damage to Israel's standing as a
liberal and democratic country caused by limiting the independence of the judiciary in the
country or, as an example, by declining to join the Treaty on Combatting Violence against
Women.

These fears and concerns have already been publicly corroborated and expressed both by
Israel's friends and its detractors.

We urge you and your Government to view these crucial elements of Israel's foreign policy
with the highest priority, in order to maintain and advance Israel's resilience and to prevent
serious damage to Israel's vital national security interests.






